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Switzerland. Bystronic Inc. GO BIG! CO2 vs. Fiber Laser Technology: Which is right for you?
This careful and comprehensive analysis examines not only the cutting equipment itself, but
also the impact the new equipment will have on other existing sheet metal fabricating
processes. Bystronic, Inc. With the Modular Tool Changer, fabricators can increase available
bending time by reducing press brake set-up time. The automatic tool changer for the high-end
Xpert Pro press brake makes the bending process faster and more productive. The new laser
output of the ByStar Fiber 15kW, cuts steel, aluminum, and stainless steel with a thickness from
20 gauge up to 1. This power and increased range of materials enables sheet metal processing
companies to further expand their production capabilities. Jan-Air of Richmond, IL, became the
proud new owner of a 4-kW ByStar Fiber-laser cutting machine, equipped with state-of-the-art
end-of-line part sorting and stacking automation. Competence Days for the Americas. Bystronic
cordially invites you to attend Competence Days Join us for presentations, machine
demonstrations, and guided tours of our new facility. November and November Click to learn
more and to register! Over the next few years, Volkswagen will make a radical transition to
e-mobility, and the Volkswagen plant in Zwickau, Germany, will play a key role in this process.
With the ID. The bending experts from Bystronic are also on board. Bending in the smartphone
era. Shaping innovative technologies from the outset. Automation and industrial image
processing are two fields of strategic importance for Bystronic. The combination of the two
technologies is crucial for the optimization of the manufacturing processes of sheet metal
processing companies. With its investment in the startup LIP Automation, Bystronic is
positioning itself to play an active role in shaping key technologies of the future. Show more
articles. Bystronic worldwide. Choose country:. Choose country. I agree. Visctronic fan drives
provide better engine cooling and improved fuel economy with minimum parasitic loss. June 22,
BorgWarner Inc. Fill out the form below to request more information about Visctronic Fan
Drives. Crary Industries Inc. Cleanfix Reversible Fans Extend Vehicle Life in High-Dust
Environments The fans feature automatic radiator cleaning and contribute to optimal cooling,
helping equipment avoid overheating while increasing efficiency. Cleanfix Reversible Fans Help
Master Extreme Conditions The blades of a Cleanfix fan rotate on their own axis to change pitch
and to reverse in order to maximize air flow in both cooling and cleaning modes. Horton Inc.
More Than a Cooling System Increased efficiency and reduced noise are among the additional
benefits fans and other componentry are being designed to provide beyond engine cooling.
Sara Jensen. AKG of America. New Multi-Wing White Paper and Video Explore Challenges of
Sound Measurement in Field Tests Multi-Wing has introduced a white paper and video to help
engineers and equipment manufacturers understand the challenges associated with sound
measurement in field tests. Fluid Power. Altra Industrial Motion Warner Electric Electromagnetic
Fan Clutches The Warner Electric electromagnetic fan clutches feature a compact design, and
provide faster engine warmup and reduced fan noise. Altra Industrial Motion. This series is
specifically developed for light commercial vehicles and off-highway segments. Multi-Wing
Announces Itself as Single-Source Provider of Fan and Fan Clutch Systems Multi-Wing's fans
and fan clutches are available as complete systems and are available in a wide range of options
to meet individual application needs. Bystronic uses "necessary cookies" to ensure the
operation of the website, "preference cookies" to optimize your website experience, and
"marketing and analysis cookies", which are used by third parties to personalize marketing
campaigns, such as on social media. Bystronic: Best choice. Laser Cutting Systems. Tube
processing. Automation Laser. Automation Bending. Smart Factory Solutions. Refurbished
Machines. Latest video. Play Mute. Bystronic World. Automation creates jobs - Komfort Poland.
Ahead of the competition - Sharq Awsat Egypt. How collaborative robots are transforming our
world. Continue reading. Rapid response to the pandemic - Technica Lebanon. Two factories
under one roof - Stoppani Switzerland. Most powerful laser in the Middle East. With the kilowatt
laser, the Kazhlawi family not only outshines everything in their new home country of Egypt.
The ByStar fibre laser from Bystronic currently enjoys special status in the entire Middle East as
the most powerful laser cutting machine ever. Greetings from Lebanon. In the middle of the
Corona pandemic, Technica invents the AmbuVent. A ventilator whose parts are cut on
Bystronic laser machines. But Lebanon is shaken by another crisis. We meet again with Tony
Haddad, Managing Director. For over 16 years Komfort has been cutting on Bystronic. It's the
small parts that make the big picture work: The Polish equipment manufacturer Komfort

specializes in components for agricultural machinery. The family-owned company supplies
almost all internationally renowned manufacturers. Behind its success lies continuous
modernization and holistic software networking based on BySoft from Bystronic. And in such a
high quality as required for the cutting of all types of sheet metal. Innovation through
collaboration. The laser cutting and bending specialist Bystronic supports start-ups and thus
secures itself for the future. Industrial companies traditionally develop innovations on their
own. In the future, however, more openness will be required in order to quickly adopt new
technologies and implement them in reality. Digitalization in the sheet metal processing
industry. Digitalization has long become commonplace, also in the sheet metal processing
sector. New products for even more efficient sheet metal processing. Among other things, the
sheet metal processing specialist demonstrated how manufacturing environments can be
intelligently networked to achieve even higher efficiency. This online event will take place from
October 27 to Bystronic will present its vision of the Smart Factory and take a look at the
current situation in China. We will also unveil our latest products in the fields of laser cutting,
sheet metal bending, and the associated software solutions. You can take part free of charge.
Nowadays, digital solutions and agile processes are success factors â€” also in the sheet metal
processing industry. Thanks to its own high level of digital maturity, Bystronic is able to apply
its targeted consulting services to rapidly advance the digital transformation of its customers
towards the smart factory. Thanks to its investment in a Bending Cell consisting of an Xpert Pro
press brake combined with a bending robot , the Swiss job shop Stoppani will soon also be able
to produce during the night â€” completely autonomously. What are the key factors in product
and service development? And is there a formula for the development of innovations? An
interview with the co-founder Marcel Aeschlimann. Show more articles. Bystronic worldwide.
Choose country:. Choose country. Bystronic Laser AG. Cookie Settings Bystronic uses
"necessary cookies" to ensure the operation of the website, "preference cookies" to optimize
your website experience, and "marketing and analysis cookies", which are used by third parties
to personalize marketing campaigns, such as on social media. Accept Cookies. Cookie Settings.
Career Newsroom Visionary. In Focus: Automatic Vial Inspection Visual inspection monitors the
manufacturing quality of vaccines. Learn more. Our Industries Our machine vision systems
ensure safety, quality and throughput. We have specialized in these industries:. Automatic
Inspection Systems for Production. Discover more. Innovative solutions for patient safety. Our
solutions for logistics automation. Innovative solutions for the traffic management of the future.
Precise 3D body scanner technology. Innovative Solutions for Inspecting Solar Cells. A Preview
into the Future With our future-oriented solutions, we advance machine vision technology and
make it usable for you. That is why we keep a close eye on current trends and developments.
Topic Healthcare Publication location Wiesbaden. Topic Traffic Technology Publication location
Melbourne. Topic Corporation Publication location Wiesbaden. Topic Corporation Publication
location Warsaw, Poland. The combination of hardware, data and intelligent evaluation makes
applications and analyses possible that were unthinkable until recently. A previously hidden
world becomes visible and usable. Offers for Candidates Journalists Suppliers. LinkedIn Xing
Twitter Youtube. This site uses cookies to offer you a better browsing experience. By continue
to navigate through this site or by clicking Approve, you consent to the use of cookies on your
device as described in our privacy notice. Online Product Catalog Leading-edge wireless
security solutions driven by PowerG technology. Discover More. Connect with Communication
Solutions. Advanced solutions that leverage cellular and IP networks for advanced security
applications. See Our Wired Detectors. Wired Detectors. Broad range of wired detection
solutions for almost any site. The most advanced range of wired detectors for commercial,
industrial and residential sites; indoor and outdoor. ZigBee Detectors. Advanced intrusion
detection and safety devices. PowerMaster Wireless. PowerMaster Triple G2. PowerMaster G2.
KP PG2. Pro Tags. PB PG2. KF PG2. MC PG2. MP PG2. GB PG2. MCE PG2. MCV PG2. SD PG2.
Clip PG2. SMD PG2. TMD PG2. FLD PG2. GSD PG2. RP PG2. SR PG2. SRB PG2. Bracket BR
PowerManage Platform. Alarm Install. Dual RS Discovery K Clip 4N. Spy 4. Spy 2. Spy 1. Disc
ET. SRN ET. With core capabilities in Advanced Analytics, Signal Processing, Cloud Computing,
and Large-Scale Data Management, we design, develop, and deliver software and solutions to
collect, ingest, process, analyze and present large and complex data for critical mission sets of
national significance. DI2E Plugfest is the annual demonstration of advancements in the DI2E
featuring DI2E Programs of Record, more than 40 vendors, 10 government agencies, dozens of
demonstrations, four mashup challenge teams, and hundreds of attendees. The winning
DCGS-SOF Operation Upshot Mashup was designed to address the warfighter's need for quick
response to language and image translation from anywhere in the world at any time using a
distributed, scalable cloud architecture. Each team member made their capabilities available in
an effort to create a demonstration that showcases the orchestration of translations

microservices. EvR provides production authoring and image annotation capabilities with
security markings. PMW provides workflow orchestration between operational units and
personnel for completing assigned tasks. These tools seamlessly integrate with DoD
cloud-based solutions, industry-standard interfaces, and strict user access controls for greater
security. With core capabilities in Advanced Analytics, Signals Processing, Cloud Computing,
and Large-Scale Data Management, we design, develop, and deliver software and solutions to
collect, ingest, process, analyze and present large and complex data for critical mission sets of
national significance. For more information, visit DI2E Plugfest is an annual demonstration of
advancements in the Dept. GSA provides a centralized delivery system of products and services
to the federal government, leveraging its enormous buying power to get the best value for
taxpayers. NTP is an interagency program whose mission is to evaluate agents of public health
concern by developing and applying analytical tools of modern toxicology and molecular
biology. NTP was created as a cooperative effort to: 1 Coordinate toxicology testing programs
within the federal government; 2 Strengthen the science base in toxicology; 3 Develop and
validate improved testing methods; and 4 Provide information about potentially toxic chemicals
to health, regulatory, and research agencies, scientific and medical communities, and the
public. NTP arose because of increasing scientific, regulatory, and Congressional concerns
about the human health effects of chemical agents in our environment. The objective of this
health IT contract is to leverage advanced technologies for toxicology data collection and
ingest, data integration, and data visualization in support of decision making. Vistronix
personnel assigned to this contract are highly cross-qualified in the scientific, technical and
software disciplines critical to the success of the public healt
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h mission, yielding a uniquely multi-disciplinary team responsible for ensuring that critical
information is available in an accurate, effective and biologically meaningful context. The main
overarching mission of the program is to understand how the environment influences the
development and progression of human disease in order to ultimately reduce the burden of
human illness and disability. In this role, Mr. Prior to joining Vistronix, Mr. In , Mr. Lee founded
LMN Solutions, a firm specializing in mission-essential software engineering and data analytics.
Lee served as the Chief Executive Officer through From to , Mr. Government intelligence and
defense customers. During Mr. While at Essex, Mr. Funk was responsible for all merger and
acquisition activities. Search Search for:. Home - Vistronix. Read More. What We Do. Who We
Are. Latest News. May be used by all federal agencies, including the Department of Defense.
Allows for ancillary support to offer a fully integrated IT solution.

